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In this paper we present an extension OMDo to the Openstandard that allows the representation of the semanti s and stru ture of various kinds of mathemati al do uments, in luding arti les, textbooks, intera tive books, ourses. It an serve as the ontent language
for agent ommuni ation of mathemati al servi es on a mathemati al
software bus.
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Introdu tion

It is plausible to expe t that the way we do ( on eive, develop, ommuni ate
about, and publish) mathemati s will hange onsiderably in the next ten years.
The Internet plays an ever-in reasing role in our everyday life, and most of
the mathemati al a tivities will be supported by mathemati al software systems (we will all them mathemati al servi es ) onne ted by a ommonly a epted distribution ar hite ture, whi h we will all the mathemati al software
bus . We have argued for the need of su h an ar hite ture in [SHS98,FHJ+ 99℄,
and we have in the meantime gained experien es with the MathWeb system
that provides a general distribution ar hite ture (see [FK99b℄); other groups
have ondu ted similar experiments [DCN+ 00,AZ00℄ based on other implementation te hnologies, but with the same vision of reating a world wide web of
ooperating mathemati al servi es. In order to avoid fragmentation, double inventions and to foster ease of a ess it is ne essary to de ne interfa e standards
for MathWeb1 . In [FHJ+ 99℄, we have already proposed a proto ol based on the
agent ommuni ation language Kqml [FF94℄ and the emerging Internet standard
OpenMath [AvLS96,CC98℄ as a ontent language (see Fig. 1). This layered arhite ture whi h re nes the unspe i \appli ation layer" of the OSI proto ol
sta k is inspired by the results from agent-oriented programming [Sho90℄, and is
based on the intuition, that all agents (not only mathemati al servi es) should
understand the agent ommuni ation language, even if they do not understand
1 We will for the purposes of this paper subsume all of the implementations by the

term MathWeb, sin e the ommuni ation proto ols presented in this paper will
make the onstru tions of bridges between the parti ular implementations simple,
so that that the ombined systems appear to the outside as one homogenous web.
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Link Layer, e.g. X.21
Physical Layer, e.g. Ethernet
Fig. 1.

Arti ial Communi ation: Kqml and the OSI Referen e Model

the ontent language, whi h is used to transport the a tual mathemati al ontent. The agent ommuni ation language is used to establish agent identity,
referen e and { in general { model the ommuni ation proto ols (see [AK00℄ for
details in the ase of mathemati al servi es). Thus we an on entrate on the
ontent language in this paper.
The experien e with MathWeb in general, and with the mega system { a
mathemati al assistant system based on several MathWeb servi es (see [BCF+ 97℄)
{ in parti ular have shown that it is not suÆ ient to be able to ommuni ate
mathemati al obje ts, but also mathemati al knowledge in general. Support for
the ommuni ation of mathemati al obje ts is already provided by OpenMath,
whi h is
[. . . ℄ a standard for representing mathemati al obje ts, allowing them
to be ex hanged between omputer programs, stored in databases, or
published on the worldwide web. [. . . ℄
[CC98℄
This is suÆ ient for symboli omputation servi es like omputer algebra systems, whi h manipulate (simplify) or ompute obje ts like equations or groups.
Even though the logi al formulae onstru ted or manipulated by reasoning systems like the mega system an be expressed as OpenMath obje ts, mathemati al servi es like reasoners or presentation systems need more information
e.g.:
1. is this formula an axiom, a de nition, or a theorem to be proven?
2. what is a good strategy to pro eed with the proof in this domain?
3. is this onstant basi , or de ned (so that it an be expanded to a formula
involving simpler on epts)?
4. what is the ommon name of this on ept (and its grammati al ategory)?
Unfortunately, OpenMath ful lls this goal only partially, sin e it deals ex lusively with the representation of the mathemati al obje ts proper. Of ourse it
would be possible to hara terize an axiom by applying a predi ate \axiom" to
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a formula or using a spe ial variant of the equality relation for de nitions, but
this would only solve item 1 above.
This paper is on erned with the question of a ommuni ation standard for
mathemati al knowledge. We propose an extension OMDo of the OpenMath
standard to alleviate this per eived limitation. We will use mathemati al do uments as a guiding intuition for mathemati al knowledge, sin e almost all of
mathemati s is urrently ommuni ated in this form (publi ations, letters, emails, talks,. . . ). To ensure widespread appli ability, we will use the term do ument in an in lusive, rather than ex lusive way (in luding papers, letters, intera tive books, e-mails, talks, ommuni ation between mathemati al servi es (see
for instan e [FK99b,FHJ+ 99℄) on the Internet,. . . ), laiming that all of these an
be tted into a ommon representation. Sin e su h do uments normallly have a
omplex stru ture of their own, the spe i task to be a hieved in the extension
to OpenMath is to provide a standardized infrastru ture for this as well. As we
will use the Internet standard Xml [BPSM97℄ (see se tion 2) as a basis for this,
we an onsider the syntax problem for ommuni ation in MathWeb as solved
by the imminent wider a eptan e of Xml (OpenMath is based on Xml and
we have de ned an Xml representation for Kqml in [FK99a℄).
Another pie e of infrastru ture whi h will play a role for understanding OMDo is the MBase system [FK00,KF00℄, a MathWeb servi e that a ts as a
distributed mathemati al knowledge base system that an answer questions su h
as the ones shown above. OMDo serves as a input output language for MBase,
so that MBase an be used as a and as do ument preparation language. Thus
the system o ers a servi e that allows storage and ( exibly) reprodu tion of
(parts of) OMDo do uments. As OMDo an be transformed dire tly to e.g.
LATEX, external input to MBase an be published dire tly.
To evaluate the s ope of OMDo , let us look at a few possible appli ations.
OMDo
an serve as
{

a

between me hanized reasoning systems, e.g. the
intera tion [BSBG98℄, or the mega-TPS [BBS99℄ integration.
a data format that supports the ontrolled re nement from informal presentation to formal spe i ation of mathemati al obje ts and theories. Basially, an informal textual presentation an rst be marked up, by making
its dis ourse stru ture2 expli it, and then formalizing the textually given
mathemati al knowledge in logi al formulae (by adding FMP elements; see
se tions 5 and 2).
a basis for individualized (intera tive) books . OMDo do uments an be
generated from MBase making use of the dis ourse stru ture information
en oded in MBase.
an interfa e for proof presentation [HF97,Fie99℄: sin e the proof part of OMDo allows small-grained interleaving of formal (FMP) and textual (CMP)
presentations.
ommuni ation standard

Clam Hol

{

{

{

2 lassifying text fragments as de nitions, theorems, proofs, linking text, and their

relations; we follow the terminology from omputational linguisti s here.
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These and similar appli ations are pursued in the mega proje t at the Saarland
University, Saarbru ken (see http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~omega) in ooperation with the RIACA proje t at Eindhoven.
In the next se tion we will review the Internet standards and their ar hite ture that are the basis before we ome to the de nition of OMDo proper.
2

Markup,

Xml OpenMath MathMl
,

,

, and

OMDo

Mathemati al (and other) texts are often written on text pro essors (whi h are
often WYSIWYG type). Many authors onsistently onfuse information and do ument stru ture with presentation by asso iating formatting hara teristi s with
various textual do ument omponents. Even in LATEX, one an mix stru tural
markup like \ hapter{Title} or
\begin{Definition}[Title℄.. . \end{Definition}
with presentation markup, su h as font size information, or using
{\bf proof}:.. . \hfill\Box
to indi ate the extent of a proof.
The problem with presentation markup is that it is spe i ed for human onsumption, and although it is ma hine-readable, the data presented in the do ument is not ma hine-understandable. Generally, it is very hard to automate anything for do uments, when their stru ture is spe i ed by presentation markup.
With the advent of the Internet, whi h is qui kly be oming the world's fastest
growing repository of mathemati al do uments, it is not possible to manage all
the available knowledge manually, be ause of the volume of information distributed over the Web.
The generally a epted solution is to use logi al or generi markup, i.e. to
des ribe the stru ture of the data ontained in the do uments. In this markup
s heme, the logi al fun tion of all do ument elements { title, se tion, paragraphs,
gures, tables, bibliographi referen es, or mathemati al equations or de nitions
{ must be learly de ned in a ma hine-understandable way.
This motivation has led to the development of the \Simple Generalized
Markup Language" SGML, and more re ently to the \eXtensible Markup Language" Xml [BPSM97℄ family of markup languages. Xml was designed as a simpli ed subset of SGML that an serve as a rational re onstru tion of the \Hypertext Markup Language" HtML [RHJ98℄, whi h arries most of the markup on
the Internet today. From SGML, Xml inherits the on ept of a \do ument type
de nition" (DTD), i.e. a grammar that de nes the set of well-formed do uments
in a given Xml language and in parti ular, allows do uments to be validated by
generi tools (parsers). Moreover, presentation markup for the data spe i ed in
an Xml do ument an be exibly generated by using the Xsl style sheet me hanism [Dea99℄. In parti ular, it is possible to use more than one Xsl style sheet
for a given do ument to generate spe ialized presentations (e.g. personalized to
the tastes of a spe i reader) of ontained data using the ontent markup in
the do ument.
Thus the \ ontent markup" paradigm gives improved presentation (for human onsumption) and improved ma hine readability at the same time. This
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has led to onsiderable a tivity in developing spe ialized markup s hemes for
spe i appli ation areas. (This paper is an instan e of this a tivity).
OpenMath is a ontent markup language for ommuni ating mathemati al
obje ts realized as an Xml language. Its syntax (given by a DTD) and semanti s
are spe i ed in the evolving OpenMath standard [CC98℄. The entral onstru t
of OpenMath is that of an OpenMath obje t (OMOBJ), whi h has a tree-like
representation made up of appli ations (OMA), binding stru tures (OMBIND using
OMBVAR to tag the bound variables), variables (OMV) and symbols (OMS).
Fig. 2 shows an OpenMath representation of the law of ommutativity for
addition on the reals (the logi al formula 8a; b:a 2 R ^ b 2 R ! a + b = b + a).
The mathemati al meaning of a symbols (that of appli ations and bindings is
<OMOBJ id=" ommutativity-formula">
<OMBIND>
<OMS d="quant1" name="forall"/>
<OMBVAR>
<OMV name="a"/>
<OMV name="b"/>
</OMBVAR>
<OMA><OMS d="logi 1" name="implies"/>
<OMA><OMS d="logi 1" name="and"/>
<OMA><OMS d="set1" name="in"/><OMV name="a"/><OMS d="barshe" name="real"/></OMA>
<OMA><OMS d="set1" name="in"/><OMV name="b"/><OMS d="barshe" name="real"/></OMA>
</OMA>
<OMA><OMS d="relation" name="eq"/>
<OMA><OMS d="barshe" name="plus-real"/><OMV name="a"/><OMV name="b"/></OMA>
<OMA><OMS d="barshe" name="plus-real"/><OMV name="b"/><OMV name="a"/></OMA>
</OMA>
</OMA>
</OMBIND>
</OMOBJ>
Fig. 2. An OpenMath representation of 8
+ = + .
known from the folklore) is spe i ed in a so- alled ontent di tionary, whi h
ontain formal (FMP \formal mathemati al property") or informal (CMP \ ommented mathemati al property") spe i ations of the mathemati al properties
of the symbols. For instan e, the spe i ation
a; b:a

b

b

a

<CDDefinition>
<Name>plus</Name>
<Des ription>Addition on real numbers</Des ription>
<CMP>Addition is ommutative</CMP>
<FMP><OMOBJ xref=" ommutativity-formula"/></FMP>
</CDDefinition>

ould be part of the ontent di tionary3 barshe. d for elementary properties of
real numbers ( f. se tion 4.2 for the relation of ontent di tionaries with OMDo
do uments).
3 In fa t the referen e <OMOBJ xref=" ommutativity-formula"/> pointing to the

with the id attribute ommutativity-formula uses an extension of OMDo
to OpenMath that allows us to represent formulae as dire ted a y li graphs preventing exponential blowup. It is li ensed by the OpenMath standard, sin e pure
OpenMath trees an be generated automati ally from it.

OMOBJ
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MathMl [IM98℄ is another Xml-based markup s heme for mathemati s. In
ontrast to OpenMath, it is more on erned with presentation markup (trying
to rea h LATEX quality on the web) than with logi al markup. Moreover, it is
mainly on erned with the K-12 fragment of mathemati s (Kindergarten to 12th
grade). OpenMath is well-integrated with MathMl:

{
{

{

the basi ontent di tionaries of OpenMath mirror the MathMl onstru ts, and there are onverters between the two formats.
MathMl supports the semanti s element that an be used to annotate
MathMl presentations of mathemati al obje ts with their OpenMath enoding, and OpenMath supports the presentation attribute that an be
used for annotating with MathMl presentation.
OpenMath is the designated extension me hanism for MathMl beyond
K-12 mathemati s.

Therefore, it is not a limitation of the presentational apabilities to use Openfor marking up mathemati al obje ts. As MathMl an be viewed by the
WebEQ plug-in and is going to be natively supported by the primary browsers
MS Internet Explorer and Nets ape Navigator in version 6 (see http:
//www.mozilla.org for Mozilla, the open sour e version), MathMl will be
the primary presentation language for OMDo .
Sin e OMDo is an extension of OpenMath, it inherits its onne tions
to Xml and MathMl. The stru ture of OMDo do uments is de ned in the
OMDo do ument type de nition DTD ( f. [Koh00b℄ or http://www.mathweb.
org/ilo/omdo , where you an also nd worked examples (in luding part of a
mathemati al textbook [BS82℄ and an intera tive book [CCS99℄ (IDA))).
An OMDo do ument is bra keted by the Xml tags <omdo > and </omdo >,
and onsists of a sequen e of OMDo elements, whi h ontain spe ialized representations for text, assertions, theories, de nitions,. . . (see below). In ontrast
to markup languages like LATEX, OMDo does not partition the do uments into
spe i units like hapters, se tions, paragraphs, by tags and nesting information, but makes these do ument relations expli it with omgroup elements (see
se tion 7.3). This hoi e is motivated by the generality of the do ument lasses
and the fa t that the relative position of OpenMath do uments an be determined in the presentation phase. In parti ular, sin e OpenMath do uments
an be hypertext do uments, or generated from a database, it an be impossible to determine the stru ture of a do ument in advan e, therefore we onsider
do ument stru ture information as presentation information and des ribe it in
se tion 7.3.
The general pattern \de nition, theorem, proof" has long been onsidered
paradigmati of mathemati al do uments like textbooks and papers. To support
this stru ture, OMDo provides elements for mathemati al items and theory
items whi h we will des ribe in se tions 4 and 5. Sin e proofs have a more
omplex internal stru ture, we will defer them to se tion 6. Before we ome to
these, we will des ribe the stru ture of intermediate explanatory text (se tion 3).
Finally, we will reserve se tion 7 for auxiliary items like exer ises, applets, et .
Math
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Text Elements

The OMDo text elements are Xml elements that an be used to a ommodate
and lassify the explanatory text parts in mathemati al do uments. We have two
kinds of them:
CMP These text elements are used for omments and des ribing mathemati al
properties inside other OMDo elements. They have an xml:lang attribute
that spe i es the language they are written in; thus using groups of CMPs with
di erent languages an promote OMDo internationalization. Conforming
with the Xml re ommendation, we use the ISO 639 two-letter ountry odes
(en =b English, de =b German, fr =b Fren h, nl =b Dut h. . . ).
CMPs may ontain arbitrary text interspersed with OpenMath obje ts (OMOBJ
elements) (see the OpenMath standard [CC98℄ for details), omlets (see
se tion 7) and hyperlinks (see below). No other elements are allowed. In
parti ular, presentation elements like paragraphs, emphases, itemizes,. . . are
forbidden, sin e OMDo is on erned with ontent markup. Generating presentation markup from this is the duty of spe ialized presentation omponents, e.g. Xsl style sheets, whi h an base their de isions on presentation
information (see se tion 7.3) and the rsrelation information des ribed in
this se tion.
ref elements are used to spe ify hyperlinks via the XLink/XPointer spe i ation (see http://www.w3 .orgTR/{xlink/xptr}). If the referen e obje t
is de ned in the same do ument, then it is suÆ ient to spe ify its id attribute in the xlink:href attribute, otherwise, it must in lude the relevant
URL or xpointer material.
omtext OMDo text elements an appear on the top level (inside omdo elements). They have an id attribute, so that they an be ross-referen ed, an
(optional) rsrelation attributes spe ifying the rhetori al stru ture relation
of the text to other OMDo elements and ontain
1. an (optional) metadata de laration (we use the well-known Dublin Core
s hema, f. http://purl.org/d / or see [Koh00b℄)
2. a non-empty set of CMP elements that ontain the text proper.
The rsrelation attributes allow us to markup the dis ourse stru ture of a
do ument in form of so- alled dis ourse relations following the the well-known
\Rhetori al Stru ture Theory" RST [MT83,Hor98℄ ontent model, whi h models
a text as a tree whose leaves are the senten es (or phrases) and whose internal
nodes model the relations between their daughters. This generalizes markup
s hemes of text fragments o ered e.g. by LATEX into ategories like \Introdu tion", \Remark", or \Con lusion". This is suÆ ient for simple markup of existing
mathemati al texts and to replay them verbatim in a browser, but is insuÆ ient
e.g. for generating individualized, presentations at multiple levels of abstra tions
from the representation. The OMDo text model { if taken to its extreme { an
be used to pinpoint the respe tive role and ontributions of smaller text units,
even down to the sub-senten e level, and an make the stru ture of mathemati al
texts \ma hine understandable".
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Con retely, the rsrelation attributes spe i es the relation type in a type attribute and the RST tree daughters in attributes for (for the head daughter) and
from for the others. At the moment OMDo uses a variant of the RST [MT83℄
ontent model that supports the relation types introdu tion, on lusion,
thesis, antithesis, elaboration, motivation, eviden e, linkage with the
obvious meanings, motivated by the appli ation to mathemati al argumentative
texts (see also [Hor98℄). The relation type also determines the default presentation.
4

Theory Elements

Traditionally, mathemati al knowledge has been partitioned into so- alled theories, often entered about ertain mathemati al obje ts like groups, elds, or
ve tor spa es. Theories have been formalized as olle tions of
{ signature de larations (the symbols used in a parti ular theory, together with
optional typing information).
{ axioms (the logi al laws of the theory).
{ theorems; these are in fa t logi ally redundant, sin e they are entailed by
the axioms.
In software engineering a losely related on ept is known under the label of
an (algebrai ) spe i ation, whi h is used to spe ify the intended behavior of
programs. There, the on ept of a theory (spe i ation) is mu h more elaborated
to support the stru tured development of spe i ations. Without this stru ture,
real world spe i ations be ome unwieldy and unmanageable.
In OMDo , we support this stru tured spe i ation of theories; we build
upon the te hni al notion of a development graph [Hut99℄, sin e this supplies a
simple set of primitives for stru tured spe i ations and also supports management of theory hange. Furthermore, it is logi ally equivalent to a large
fragment of the emerging Casl standard [CoF98℄ for algebrai spe i ation
(see [AHMS00℄).
Theories are spe i ed by the theory element in OMDo . Sin e signature
and axiom information is parti ular to a given theory, the symbol, definition,
axiom elements must be ontained in a theory as sub-elements.
<theory id="monoid-thy">: : :
<symbol id="monoid">
< ommonname xml:lang="en">monoid</ ommonname>
< ommonname xml:lang="de">Monoid</ ommonname>
< ommonname xml:lang="it">monoide</ ommonname>
<type system="simply-typed">
set[any℄ -> (any -> any -> any) -> any -> bool
</type>
</symbol>: : :
</theory>
Fig. 3.

An OMDo symbol de laration
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This element spe i es the symbols for mathemati al on epts, su h as 1
for the natural number \one", + for addition, = for equality, or group for the
property of being a group. The symbol element has an id attribute whi h
uniquely identi es it. This information is suÆ ient to allow referring ba k to
this symbol as an OpenMath symbol. For instan e the symbol de laration
in Fig. 3 gives rise to an OpenMath symbol that an be referen ed as <OMS
d="monoid" name="monoid"/>. If the do ument ontaining this symbol
element were stored in a data base system, the OpenMath symbol ould
be looked up by its ommon name. The type information spe i ed in the
signature element hara terizes a monoid as a three-pla e predi ate (taking
as arguments the base set, the operation and a neutral element).
definition De nitions give meanings to (groups of) symbols (de lared in a
symbol element elsewhere) in terms of already de ned ones. For example
the number 1 an be de ned as the su essor of 0 (spe i ed by the Peano
axioms). Addition is usually de ned re ursively, et .
The OMDo definition element supports several kinds of de nition me hanisms spe i ed in the type attribute urrently:
The FMP (see se tion 5) ontains an OpenMath representation of a logial formula that an be substituted for the symbol spe i ed in the for
attribute of the de nition.
The formal part is given by a set of re ursive equations whose left and
right hand sides are spe i ed by the pattern and value elements in
requation elements. The termination proof ne essary for the well-de nedness of the de nition an be spe i ed in the just-by attribute of the
de nition.
Here, the FMP elements ontain a set of logi al formulae that uniquely determines the value of the symbols that are spe i ed in the for slot of the
de nition. Again, the ne essary proof of unique existen e an be spe i ed
in the just-by attribute.
This an be used to dire tly give the on ept de ned here as an OpenMath
obje t, e.g. as a group representation generated by a omputer algebra
system.
Fig. 4 gives an example a (simple) de nition of a monoid.
For a des ription of abstra t data types see [Koh00b℄

symbol

<definition id="mon.d1" for="monoid" type="simple">
<CMP>
A stru ture (M ; ; e), in whi h (M ; ) is a semi-group
with unit e is alled a monoid.
</CMP>
</definition>
Fig. 4.

4.1

A De nition of a monoid

Complex Theories and Inheritan e

Not all de nitions and axioms need to be expli itly stated in a theory; they an
be inherited from other theories, possibly transported by signature morphism.
The inheritan e information is stated in an imports element.
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This element has a from attribute, whi h spe i es the theory whi h
exports the formulae.
For instan e, given a theory of monoids using the symbols set, op, neut
(and axiom elements stating the asso iativity, losure, and neutral-element
axioms of monoids), a theory of groups an be given by the theory de nition
using import in Fig. 5.

imports

<theory id="group">
<imports id="group.import" from="monoid" type="global"/>
<axiom><CMP> Every obje t in
<OMOBJ><OMS d="monoid" name="set"/></OMOBJ> has an inverse.
</CMP></axiom>
</theory>
Fig. 5.

A theory of groups based on that of monoids

The morphism is a re ursively de ned fun tion (it is given as a set of
re ursive equations using the requation element, des ribed above). It allows
to import spe i ations modulo a ertain renaming. With this, we an e.g.
de ne a theory of rings, where a ring is given as a tuple (R; +; 0; ; ; 1) by
importing from a group (M; Æ; e; i) via the morphism fM 7! R; Æ 7! +; e 7!
0; i 7! g and from a monoid (M; Æ; e) via the fM 7! R ; Æ 7! ; e 7! 1g,
where R is R without 0 (as de ned in the theory of monoids).
lusion This element an be used to spe ify appli ability onditions on the
import onstru tion. Consider for instan e the situation given in Fig. 6,
where the theory of lists of natural numbers is built up by importing from
the theories of natural numbers and lists (of arbitrary elements). The latter imports the element spe i ation from the parameter theory of elements,
thus to make the a tualization of lists to lists of natural numbers, all the symbols and axioms of the parameter theory must be respe ted by the natural
numbers. For instan e if the parameter theory spe i es an ordering relation
on elements, this must also be present in theory Nat, and have the same
properties there. These requirements an be spe i ed in the in lusion element of OMDo . Due to la k of spa e, we will not elaborate this and refer
the reader to [Hut99,Koh00b℄.

morphism

in

Actualization
Nat-List

List

Enrichment

Nat

Enrichment

Param
Satisfies-Relation
Fig. 6.

A Stru tured Spe i ation of Lists
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4.2

OMDo

Theories and

OpenMath

Content Di tionaries

In the examples we have already seen that OMDo do uments ontain definitions of mathemati al on epts, whi h need to be referred to using OpenMath symbols. In parti ular, do uments des ribing theories like barshe.omdo
or ida.omdo even referen e OpenMath symbols they de ne themselves. Thus
it is ne essary to generate OpenMath ontent di tionaries from OMDo do uments, or develop an alternative me hanism to establish symbol identity in OMS.
The generation of ontent di tionaries is already supported in the MBase system, but an also be a hieved by writing spe ialized Xsl style sheets. For the
purposes of this paper, we will only assume that one of these measures has been
taken.
5

Mathemati al Elements

We will now present the mathemati al elements that are not integral parts of a
theory, sin e they are optional (they an be derived from the material spe i ed
in the theory). We have the following elements:
This is the general element for representing mathemati al formulae as Openobje ts, for instan e the formula in Fig. 2. As logi al formulae often ome as sequents, i.e. a on lusion is drawn from a set of assumptions,
OMDo also allows the ontent of an FMP to be a (possibly empty) set
of assumption elements followed by a on lusion. The intended meaning is that the FMP asserts that the on lusion is entailed by the assumptions in the urrent ontext. As a onsequen e, <FMP>A</FMP> is equivalent to <FMP>< on lusion>A</ on lusion></FMP>. The assumption and
on lusion elements allow to spe ify the ontent by an OpenMath obje t
(OMOBJ) or in natural language (using CMPs).
assertion This is the element for all statements (proven or not) about mathemati al obje ts (see Fig. 7). Traditional mathemati al do uments dis ern
various kinds of these: theorems, lemmata, orollaries, onje tures, problems,
et . These all have the same stru ture (formally, a losed logi al formula).
Their di eren es are largely pragmati (theorems are normally more important in some theory than lemmata) or proof-theoreti ( onje tures be ome
theorems on e there is a proof). Therefore, we represent them in the general assertion element and leave the type distin tion to a type attribute.
These type spe i ations in OMDo do uments should only be regarded
as defaults, sin e e.g. reusing a mathemati al paper as a hapter in a larger
monograph, may make it ne essary to downgrade a theorem (e.g. the main
theorem of the paper) and give it the status of a lemma in the overall work.

FMP

Math

<assertion id="ida. 6s1p4.l1" type="lemma">
<CMP> A semi-group has at most one unit.</CMP>
</assertion>
Fig. 7.

An assertion about semigroups
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Sin e there there an be more than one de nition per symbol, OMDo supplies the alternative-def. It not only ontains the new
de nition, but also points to two assertions that state the equivalen e with
de nitions of the on epts that are already known.
example In mathemati al pra ti e, examples play an equally great role as proofs,
e.g. in on ept formation (as witnesses for de nitions, or as either supporting
eviden e or as ounterexamples for onje tures). Therefore, examples are
given status as primary obje ts in OMDo . Con eptually, we model an
example for a mathemati al on ept C as a triple (W ; A; P ), where W =
(W1 ; : : : ; Wn ) is an n-tuple of mathemati al obje ts, A is an assertion of
the form A = 9W1 : : : Wn :B, and P is a proof that shows A by exhibiting
the witnesses Wi for Wi . The example (W ; 9W1 : : : Wn ::B; P ) is a ounterexample to a onje ture T: = 8W1 : : : Wn :B, and (W ; A; P 0 ) a supporting
example for T.
OMDo spe i es this intuition in an element example that ontains a set
of OpenMath obje ts (the witnesses), and has the attributes
{ for (for what on ept or assertion is it an example),
{ type (one of the keywords or for the fun tion)
{ assertion (a referen e to the assertion A mentioned above)
{ proof (a referen e to the onstru tive proof P )
Consider for instan e the stru ture W : = (A ; Æ) of the set of words over an
alphabet A together with word on atenation Æ. Then (W ; 9W:monoid(W ); P1 )
is an example for the on ept of a monoid (with the empty word as the neutral element), if e.g. P1 uses W to show the existen e of W . The example
(W ; 9Vmonoid ::group(V ); P2 ) uses W as a ounterexample to the onje ture
C: = 8Vmonoid :group(V ), sin e Q ! :C (P2 uses W as a witness for V ).
Fig. 8 gives the OMDo representation of this example of an example.

alternative-def

<example id="mon.ex1" for="monoid" type="for"
assertion="strings-are-monoids" proof="sam-pf">
<CMP>The set of strings with on atenation</CMP>
<OMOBJ><OMS d="simple-monoids" name="strings"/></OMOBJ>
</example>
<example id="mon.ex2" for="monoid" type="against"
assertion="monoids-are-groups" proof="mag-pf">
<CMP>The set of strings with on atenation is not a group</CMP>
<OMOBJ><OMS d="simple-monoids" name="strings"/></OMOBJ>
</example>
Fig. 8. An OMDo representation of an example
Finally, there are OMDo elements that support stru turing the knowledge in
theories. We have already seen the possibility to de ne (parts of) theories by
so- alled theory morphism spe i ed in imports and in lude elements in se tion 4.1. Following Hutter's development graph [Hut99℄, we an use the knowledge about theories to establish so- alled in lusion morphisms that establish the
sour e theory as in luded (modulo renaming by a morphism) in the target theory. This information an be used to add further stru ture to the theory graph
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and help maintain the knowledge base with respe t to hanges of individual
theories.
An axiom-in lusion element ontains a morphism (see se tion 4.1), and the
attributes from and to spe ify the sour e and target theories. For any axiom in
the sour e theory there must be an assertion in the target theory (whose FMP
is just the image of the FMP of the axiom under the morphism) with a proof.
These are represented by an empty by element, whi h has the attributes axiom,
assertion, and proof with the obvious meanings.
A theory-in lusion is a global variant of axiom-in lusion that an be
obtained as a path of axiom-in lusions (or other theory-in lusion) whi h
are spe i ed in the by attribute.
6

Proofs

are representations of eviden e for the truth of assertion. As in the ase
of de nitions, there an in general be more than one proof for a given assertion.
Furthermore, it will be initially infeasible to formalize totally all mathematial proofs needed for the orre tness management of the knowledge base in one
universal proof format, therefore OMDo supports a proof format whose stru tural and formal elements are derived from the PDS 4 stru ture developed for the
mega system, but also allows natural language representations at every level.
In the future, it may be ne essary and advantageous to allow various other proof
representations there like proof s ripts ( mega replay les, Isabelle proof
s ripts,. . . ), referen es to published proofs, resolution proofs, et , to enhan e
the overage.
This mixed representation enhan es multi-modal proof presentation [Fie97℄,
and the a umulation of proof information in one stru ture. Informal proofs
an be formalized [Bau99℄; formal proofs an be transformed to natural language [HF96℄.
The OMDo proof environment ontains a list of proof steps. Su h derive
steps have the attributes id (so it an be referred to) and the optional type
attribute. It an ontain the following hild elements (in this order)
CMP This gives the natural language representation of the proof step.
The rest of the hildren form the formal ontent of the derive step. Together,
they represent the information present e.g. in a PDS node.
FMP A formal representation of the assertion made by this proof step, they ontain CMP and FMP elements. Lo al assumptions from the FMP should not be
referen ed to outside the derive step they were made in. Thus the derive step
serves as a grouping devi e for lo al assumptions.
4 The Proof plan Data Stru ture (PDS ) was introdu ed in the mega [BCF+ 97℄
Proofs

system to fa ilitate hierar hi al proof planning and proof presentation at more than
one level of abstra tion. In a PDS , expansions of nodes justi ed by ta ti appli ations
are arried out, but the information about the ta ti itself is not dis arded in the
pro ess as in ta ti al theorem provers like Isabelle or NuPrL. Thus proof nodes
may have justi ations at multiple levels of abstra tion in a hierar hi al proof data
stru ture.
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is an OpenMath symbol representing a proof method or inferen e rule
that justi es the assertion made in the FMP element.
premise These are empty elements whose xref attribute is used to refer to the
proof- or lo al assumption nodes that the method was applied to to yield
this result. These attributes spe ify the DAG stru ture of the proof.
proof If a derive step is a logi ally (or even mathemati ally) omplex step that
an be expanded into sub-steps, then the embedded proof element an be
used to spe ify the sub-derivation (whi h an have similar expansions in
embedded proof environments again).
This embedded proof allows us to spe ify generi markup for the hierar hi
stru ture of proofs.

method

<derive id="barshe.2.1.2.proof.a.proof.D2.1">
<CMP>By <OMOBJ><OMS d="barshe" name="alg-prop-reals.A2"/></OMOBJ>
we have z + (a + ( a)) = a + ( a)
</CMP>
< on lusion>(z + a) + ( a) = z + (a + ( a))</ on lusion>
<method><OMS d="omega-base- al " name="foralli*"/>
<parameter><OMOBJ><OMV name="z"/></OMOBJ></parameter>
<parameter><OMOBJ><OMV name="a"/></OMOBJ></parameter>
<parameter> a</parameter>
</method>
<premise xref="alg-prop-reals.A2"/>
</derive>
Fig. 9.

7

A derive proof step

Auxiliary Elements

In this se tion we will present OMDo elements that are not stri tly mathemati al ontent, but have useful fun tions in mathemati al do uments or knowledge
bases. For the OMDo representations of things like exer ises we refer the reader
to [Koh00b℄ and on entrate on the representation of applets and presentation
information instead.
7.1

Xml

Non-

Data and Program Code in

OMDo

Sometimes mathemati al servi es have to be able to ommuni ate (e.g. to the
MBase system for storage) data in non-Xml syntax, or whose format is not
suÆ iently xed to warrant for a general Xml en oding. Examples of this are
pie es of program ode, like ta ti s of ta ti al theorem provers, linguisti data
of proof presentation system, et . One hara teristi of su h data seems to be
that it is private to ertain appli ations, but may be relevant to more than one
user. For this, OMDo provides the private element, whi h ontains the usual
CMPs and a data element des ribed below. It has the attributes
pto spe i es the system to whi h the data are private.
pto-version is its version; Spe ifying this may be ne essary, if the data or even
their format hange with versions.
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the type of the data and the format the data are in, the meaning
of these elds is determined by the system itself.
requires spe i es the identi ers of the elements that the data depend upon,
whi h will often be ode elements.
theory allows the spe i ation of the mathemati al theory (see se tion 4) that
the data is asso iated with.
The data element ontains the data of a in a CDATA se tion (this is the Xml
way of allowing data that annot be parsed by the Xml parser). If the ontent
of this eld is too large to store dire tly in the OMDo or often hanges, then
it an be substituted by a link, spe i ed in the xref attribute.
The ode element is for embedding pie es of ode into an OMDo do ument.
This element has the same attributes as the private element, like it, it an
ontain CMP, and data elements. Furthermore, it an ontain do umentation
elements input, output and effe t that spe ify the behavior of the pro edure
de ned by the ode fragment.

format/type

7.2

Applets in

OMDo

elements ontain OMDo spe i ations of applets (program ode that
an in some way exe uted during do ument manipulation). omlets generalize
the well-known applet on ept in two ways: The omputational engine is not
restri ted to plug-ins of the browser ( urrent servlet te hnology an be used
and spe i ed using ode and omlet elements in OMDo s) and the program
ode an be spe i ed and distributed more easily, making do ument- entered
omputation easier to manage.
omlet

< ode id=" allmint">
<input>None</input>
<output>The result</output>
<effe t>None</input>
<data><![CDATA[... the all-mint ode goes here ...℄℄></data>
</ ode>
<derive id="monp_1">
<CMP> <omlet type="js" fun tion=" allMint">Intros.</omlet></CMP>
<method><OMS name="Intros" d="COQ"/></method>
</derive>
Fig. 10.

An omlet

Like the HtML applet tag, the omlet element an be used to wrap any (set
of) well-formed elements. It has the following attributes.
type This spe i es the omputation engine that should exe ute the ode. Depending on the appli ation, this an be a programming language, su h as
javas ript (js) or Oz, or a pro ess that is running (in our ase the L UI
or mega servi es).
fun tion The ode that should be exe uted by the omlet is spe i ed in the
fun tion attribute. This points to an OMDo ode element that is a essible in some way (e.g. in the same OMDo ). This indire tion allows us to
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reuse the ma hinery for storing ode in OMDo s. For a simple example see
Fig. 10.
argstr allows spe i ation of an (optional) argument string for the fun tion. A
all to the L UI interfa e would then have the form in Fig. 11. Here, the
ode in the ode element sendtoloui (whi h we have not shown) would be
java ode that simply sends the argstr to L UI 's remote ontrol port.
The expe ted behavior of the omlet an be implemented in the Xsl style sheet,
whi h in the ase of e.g. translation to Mozilla will put the allmint ode
dire tly into the generated html.
<CMP> Let's prove it
<omlet id="bla type="java" fun tion="sendtoloui"
argstr="load(problem='monoid_uniq)">
intera tively
</omlet>
</CMP>
Fig. 11.

7.3

An omlet alling an external pro ess

Presentation

In the introdu tion we have stated that one of the design intentions behind OMis to separate ontent from presentation, and leave the latter to the user.
In this se tion, we will brie y tou h upon presentation issues. The te hni al side
of this is simple: OMDo do uments are regular Xml do uments that an be
pro essed by Xsl [Dea99℄ style sheet to produ e onventional presentations from
OMDo representations of mathemati al do uments. At the moment, we have
Xsl style sheets to onvert OMDo to HtML (one ea h spe ialized to the respe tive browsers), LATEX, and to the input languages of the mega, InKa, and
Clam systems (they an be found at http://www.mathweb.org/ilo/omdo ).
At the moment, these hard- ode ertain presentation de isions for the overall
appearan e of the do uments, but we are working on style sheet generators that
make these user-adaptive.
The mathemati al on epts and symbols introdu ed in an OMDo do ument (symbol elements) often arry typographi onventions, whi h annot be
determined by general prin iples alone. Therefore, they need to be spe i ed in
the do ument itself, so that typographi ally good representations an be generated from this (and subsequent) do uments. The presentation element in

Do

<presentation format="TeX">
<xsl:template mat h="OMA[OMS[position()=1 and
name='monoid' and
 d='ida.monoid'℄℄">
(<xsl:apply-templates sele t="*[2℄"/>,
<xsl:apply-templates sele t="*[3℄"/>,
<xsl:apply-templates sele t="*[4℄"/>)\in{\bf MON}
</xsl:template>
</presentation>
Fig. 12. Xsl

Presentation for the symbol in Fig. 3
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Fig. 12 allows the addition of Xsl style sheet information to symbols, where they
are de ned. In this ase, the style sheet information will ause an OpenMath
expression
<OMA>
<OMS
</OMA>

d="ida" name="monoid"/><OMV name="M"><OMV name="o"><OMV name="e">

to be rendered as (M; o; e) 2 MOD in a TEX or LATEX do ument derived from
suitable Xsl style sheet. Of ourse, this information will need to
be in luded into the respe tive style sheets. This is easily realized by a two-stage
style sheet pro ess: in the rst pass, a general (higher-order) style sheet extra ts
the presentation information from the relevant OMDo do uments, and in the
se ond stage, this is used to present the OMOBJs in the sour e OMDo .
The presentation elements dis ussed up to now, allow spe i ation of the
presentation of OpenMath elements. To spe ify the overall stru ture of mathemati al texts, su h as books, hapters, se tions, or paragraphs, but also enumerations, itemizes, lists, we use the omgroup element. We use a general onstru t
that spe i es the presentation in the type attribute, sin e the presentation omponent (style sheet) may need to de ide on that. omgroup elements ontain an
optional metadata element and then a sequen e of omgroup and ref elements.
The rst allow the de nition of a re ursive do ument stru ture, and elements of
the se ond kind are used to refer to other OMDo elements by the use of xlink
attributes (most notably xlink:href for hyperlinks).
Note that this representation, whi h relies on expli it (hyper)-referen es instead of nesting information allows the spe i ation of more than one do ument
using the mathemati al material spe i ed in the other OMDo elements. In
parti ular, it be omes possible to spe ify and store more than one linearization of the material in a do ument, or generate linearization or \guided tours"
(see [SBC+ 00℄ for details).

ida.xml via a

8

Con lusion

We have proposed an extension to the OpenMath standard that allows the
representation of the semanti s and stru ture various kinds of mathemati al
do uments, in luding arti les, textbooks, intera tive books, ourses. We have
motivated and des ribed the language and presented an Xml do ument type
de nition for it.
We are urrently testing this in the development of a user-adaptive intera tive
book in luding proof explanation based on IDA [CCS99℄ in lose ollaboration
with the authors. This ase study unites several of the appli ation areas disussed in the introdu tion. The re-representation of IDA in the OMDo format
makes it possible to ma hine-understand the stru ture of the do ument, read
it into the MBase [FK00,KF00℄ knowledge base system without loss of information, preserving the stru ture, and generate personalized sub-do uments or
linearizations of the stru tured data based on a simple user model. Furthermore,
the OMDo representation supports the formalization of (parts of) the mathemati al knowledge in IDA and makes it a essible to the mega mathemati al
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assistant system [BCF+ 97℄, whi h an nd proofs that solve some of the problems either fully automati ally (by proof planning) or in intera tion with the
authors. This newly developed sto k of formal data (it is not present in IDA
now) will enable the reader to read and experiment with the proofs behind the
mathemati al theory, mu h as she an in the present version with the integrated
omputer algebra system GAP [S+ 95℄. Finally, OMDo will serve as the input
format for the Lima system (see [Bau99℄), an experimental natural language
understanding system spe ialized to mathemati al texts (this an be used to
develop formalization in FMPs from the text in the respe tive CMPs).
In the ontext of this proje t, we have developed rst authoring tools for
OMDo that try to simplify generating OMDo do uments for the working mathemati ian. There is a simple OMDo mode for ema s, and a LATEX
style [Koh00a℄ that an be used to generate OMDo representations from LATEX
sour es and thus help with the migration of existing mathemati al do uments.
A se ond step will be to integrate the LATEX to OpenMath onversion tools.
Mi hel Vollebregt has built a program that traverses an OMDo and substitutes
various representations for formulae (in luding the Mathemati a, GAP, and
Maple representations) by the orresponding OpenMath representations.
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